DINNER-DANCE IS NOVELTY OF MEET

Gopher Girls Uphold Traditions
As Twenty-nine Couples Enjoy Party

Boys and girls—but we had a good time last night.
The innovation started by the Mnesicles chapter of substituting a formal dinner-dance on the program of the Ninth Annual Convention of Alpha Rho Chi in place of the customary initiation was well received by the delegates in attendance.

Minnesota's fair ladies upheld the traditions of the North Star state and assisted the local brothers in entertaining the fans of the "light fantastic" from the first introduction to the last of last good nights.

Twenty-nine couple were in attendance as follows:
The Brothers The Ladies
Dwight P. Ely Marion Petri
Harold R. Peterson Mrs. Peterson
Anthemios Delegates
W. M. Wadsworth Mrs. Wadsworth
Hartford Field Inett Husby
R. J. Gauger Dorothy McCarthy
Iktinos Delegates
Julian R. Cowin Endi Waldren
Kenneth C. Black Evelyn Nelson
Demetrios Delegates
John E. Thomas Katherine Townes
George Williams Rhoda Cote
Mnesicles Delegates
R. W. Hennessey Ruth O'Brien
Wallace C. Bonsall Verna Smith
Walter A. Kendall Eleanor Strickler
Kallikrates Delegates
Fendall L. Gregory Florence Knox
Ralph G. Gulley Jane LaBarge
Andronicus Delegate
Gordon C. Anderson Helen Sjoblom
Paenonos Delegates
H. E. Wickers Edith Foster
Norman Palmquist
Mnesicles Men
Prof. Leon Arnal Evelyn Harwood
Elton K. Crowell Eleanor Stinchfield
W. Dewey Gerlach Alice Mathews
Audrey H. Grill Helen Parker
F. R. Grossmann Adeline Helen
Herbert Jennings Mary Jane Pitch
Anton Johnson Helen Hystrom
A. R. Kleinschmidt Doris Hanna
Paul E. Nystrom Marion Thorson
Everrett L. Peterson Pearl Bjork
Vernon E. Peterson Janet Withall
Horace W. Townley Bernice Klimmerie
William T. Townes Lucile Sutorius

BROTHERS STRONG FOR STRONG
Brother Truman J. Strong, Anthemios, who was sincerely thanked today for the work he has accomplished as Worthy Grand Estimator the last three years, did not reach the convention until this morning. Brother Strong has followed the recommendations of the finance committee made at the time he was elected to office to the end that the affairs of the fraternity are in a sound condition. His recommendations today were made upon the experience he has had.

PROGRAM FOR STAG GREGORY AT HEAD

Ninth Convention Closes in the Traditional Form With Good Fellowship

Alpha Rho Chi's ninth annual convention draws to a close as delegates from six chapters meet in convention banquet with their hosts of Minnesota. The convention banquet will be the culmination of too few hours of good fellowship.

As the delegates have met and discussed "the betterment of the fraternity" their intercourse has helped to solve local as well as national problems of the fraternity. Important steps have been taken to stabilize the future of Alpha Rho Chi founded upon the rock of brotherhood nearly ten years ago.

The messages that come from the men tonight will have their elements of serious good will as well as lighter veins and back of them all will be the spirit of a greater Alpha Rho Chi.

The Stag Program.
Brother Fendall L. Gregory, Senior delegate from Kallikrates, presides as toastmaster and will introduce the following:
Greetings Brothers—Prof. F. M. Mann
Anthemios—Hartford Field
Iktinos—Kenneth C. Black
Mnesicles—Richard F. Hennessey
Not Financial—Truman J. Strong,
W. G. E.
Kallikrates—Ralph G. Gulley
Andronicus—George C. Anderson
Paenonos—Norman Palmquist
Good-by and Good Luck—
Dr. William F. Holman
Alpha Rho Chi.

THE MENU

Cream Soup in Cup
Celery Olives
Roast Turkey Cranberry Sauce
Potatoes Vegetable
Salad
Ice Cream and Cake or Pie
Coffee

UNIFORM SETTINGS PRESENTED

One of the most important reports made this morning was the "progress report" from the Grand Lecturer, Professor Rexford Newcomb. His recommendations for uniform settings have been tried by the Anthemios chapter and have proved an improvement. It is expected that other chapters will find the simplification of setting will add to the importance of the ritual itself.